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Why 
we need a inline Vertical buffer 
drying oven?

Inline vertical buffer heating oven 

In-line, vertical automation of the epoxy cure 

process produces immediate, significant 

benefits in three areas:

1.In-line automation increases productivity by 

eliminating the labor needed to load and unload 

batch ovens.

2.It improves process consistency, and therefore 

quality, by reducing the time and temperature 

variations caused by the frequent opening of batch 
oven doors.

3.And, as floor allocation costs rise on all factory 

floors... and particularly in clean rooms... a vertical 
format oven requires as little as 2.8㎡of floor space 

for cure cycles for a long time;

4. Good for Back End Semiconductor and PCB 

curing an underfill process;

Standard Maximum. Temperature 120 degree – oven chamber 

Optional: (Maximum. Temperature 250 degree – oven chamber) 

• Saves space through vertical transport 
principle

• Targeted air feed in the heating zones for 
reproducible temperature profiles

• Pre-heated supply air and the volume flow 
can be set for each heating zone

• Minimal heat emission due to outstanding 
insulation

• No thermal stress on the system mechanics.

• Optimum accessibility of the system 
technology and easy maintenance



Transportation system 

The Vertical buffer oven System not only offers ideal drying and hardening processes, it is also 
extremely compact and space-saving thanks to its design. As a result of the vertical transport, 
the systems replaces, with a system length of only around 2.35 m, a comparable 40 m long 
horizontal furnace. With the innovative system design, you can save valuable space in your 
production hall.

Two transport variants are available for the vertical 
dryer:

1. Fixed transport width, where the circulating 
goods carriers are set to a fixed measurement

2. Flexible transport width, where the transport by 
means of circulating goods carriers is automatically 
set to the respective circuit board size Several 
painting lines can thus feed different products with 
different circuit board transport widths in the mix to 
the system. With the vertical buffer oven, printed 
circuit boards with a maximum height of 50 mm can 
be dried.

Due to the reliable transportation 
technology, our conveyors is 
without the thermal stress on the 
system mechanics in the oven 
chamber air where there is the 
temperature degree reached 
maximum.120degree. 

The optional conveyor is using the 
chain as the key transportation 
elements.

Boards infeed transportation system 

( VBH-300 series – 120 degree maximum heating chamber) 



VBH-series vertical buffer drying oven 
transportation system 

Board Handling Dimension
•Min Width: 65mm
•Max Width: 400mm
•Length: Max.500mm
•Shelf Pitch: 100mm
•Total carriage: 40 boards 
( or customized according to the boards top and bottom clearance heights.)
Boards surface component height: top 25mm+ down 35 mm)
Boards size: 500mm*400mm(L*W) ,the total capacity: 20PCS
Boards size: ( 50mm-250mm) L *400mm(W), the total capacity: 40PCS

Circulating transport system

The circuit boards are loaded into goods carriers or without carriers at the furnace infeed. These run 
through the drying process in the system in a vertical direction and are stacked on top of each other 
during the hardening process. •Entrance Conveyor

•Exit-Conveyor
•Entries  Shuttle
•Exit Shuttle
•Optional chain transfer method.
•Standard high temperature resistance ESD belts
•Inline type with standard SMEMA communication 
•Boards detect sensor inside the oven.
•Safety cover 



Air convection system 

• Return Air Flow returns into module through side suction holes  and Outlet holes in 
grill are for convection gas flow only. All this improve our temperature stays constantly 
stable in the oven chamber and allows a good temperature uniformity.

• Independent air velocity controlling system allows flexible processing control to easily 
handle complicated curing and drying process.

∆T < +/- 1.5 °C

Air temperature cross on PCB surface  



Air convection system 

• Provide Maximum heat capacity to rapidly reach 
temperature setting points at low rates of power 
consumption within a short period of time. The 
special process chamber design makes the air 
convection uniformly and temperature profile 
changeover easily.

• Profile spikes per zone is eliminated with better 
zone segregation and decrease cross flow. The 
nozzle plate design allow to cover the boards with 
hot air in all direction for good uniformity. 

Electrical system 
CE certificates support:

Japanese PLC, AB American controller, 
Schneider switch, Panasonic motor, 
Carlo Gavazzi relay,etc;

The doors of the process towers can be totally 
opened when to do the maintenance.

The electronic switching cabinet at the 
bottom of the system with CE-compliant, 
transparent design and a separate 
performance/control part is also
freely accessible.

Easily maintenance 



Technology Specifications

Products name & Model: VBH-300 Descriptions

Inline Drying / Curing oven- (Vertical Buffer type)

Standard Configuration Heating system 3 heating module system
( each segment with each heating zones system) 

Forced convection heating ensures consistent, uniform cure profiles.

Hot air speed adjusting by software;

Temperature control accuracy: +/-1°C;

Temperature distribution on pallet: +/- 2°C

Temperature range: Room temperature to Max.120°C;

Temperature setting by software 
Process time: program by the software.

temperature control : PID closed loop control +SSR drive;

Transportation system Adopted with automatically boards infeed loader and outfeed unloader system 

Conveyor direction: right to left 
Conveyor heights:900mm+/-50mm
Conveyor width adjustable from 50*400mm

Max.length of product available: 50-320mm;

Conveyor wdith adjustments: motorized + user software value input 

Products components heights: top 30mm+ down 30 mm;

Buffer stock capacity:
Boards size: 500mm*400mm(L*W) ,the total capacity: 20PCS
Boards size: ( 50mm-250mm) L *400mm(W), the total capacity: 40PCS

Conveyor segments in the oven chamber: 
2 segment to stay with 2 boards when handling the smaller pallet size.
Boards size: ( 50mm-145mm) L *250mm(W)

Per Boards keeping in the oven for 60min or programming by user

Boards per weight: 2.5kg Max.
Loader / unloader edge distance for PCB and PCB with carrier :5mm (or specified) 

Buffer boards infeed lifting & outfeed lifting move speed: 0 - 300mm/s adjustable;

Transfortation control: Servo motor 

Easy eye-level access to internal controls;

Products feeding system and Outlet unloading system 

Transmission mechanism with power-off self-locking protection function

Japanese Imported high precision, high strength of ball screw rod and high temperaturebearing

Double high temperature lighting sensor for accurate positioning;

Production with visualization window;

international standard SMEMA interface

Extension conveyor Extension conveyor with input and out conveyor for easily loading boards. (Equipped with an entry 
and exit conveyor with cover on the top)

Control system PLC controller + touch screen software

-Temperature abnormal alarm  
-Board dropped alarm system
-PID close loop temperature control 

- Error diagnosis system;
- Operator password management 
-SMEMA communication 

Fume exhaust system Standard exhaust system
Electrical system  -CE certificates supported;

Power supply:  380 V ,3 Phase 50hz;
Assembled  with Know branded  parts: Japanese PLC, 
AB American  controller, Schneider switch , Panasonic motor, 
Carlo Gavazzi relay.
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VANSTRON Automation Co.Ltd

No.408, #Bbuilding,Da Hong high-tech industrial park,
N0.28,Bei Ting Road, Sha Jing,

BAO’AN,SHENZHEN,
518000,CHNIA

Call: +86-15017908688 / +86-15811827128
e: lg@vanstron.com
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